
5/24/69 

Dear Gyrils  

In hasty response to your letter of Ysy 22, my best source has 
just reported that the source most helpful to him will not be accessible for 
the summer, in all probability. he knows I have told you what 'A' have in para-
phrase and approves, and will be, as he hoe been, on the alert. You will be 
promptly informed if we learn anything. 

I will not, nuote you on anything unless you approve in advance. 
I would like to be able to allude to his tryine to pump you in advance of the 
meeting oe th= panel, if necessary or if you prefer, anonymously. But for this, 
when you cen, I'd like your words, not my recollection of what you told me. If 
you prefer that I meke no metion of it, that else) is okay. I will then shy it on 
my responsibility, not saying you told me. 

There may be means by which I can learn the nature and extant of 
the federal grants. When I can I will explore them. 

et le my hope to be able to steak to a primary source in the near 
future. nits it is nrebeble that he rill prefer net to speak to me (end I do not 
here refer to any member of the panel but to noeeono who has hlrd Asher me 1,7e 

the referree-to comments), it is elan within possibility that he rill. In that 
event, I may be able to tell veil more. Sate for the exact lengusge and the 
sources, e here told you sverythine 1  snow. 

6ith what I will be prepared to eeow thin persen, l think he will 
imeedietely understand the extreme imnrollriaty of Tisher's comments and more. xie 
is a Professional man of one of your disciplines. 

Should yoe ever find any printed refevence to any of the grants 
that interest me, I'd very much eppreciete copies. 

y immediate interest (in writing) is on the Bay case, where a 
hearing is e,.-heduled for Monday end where all sorts of wrone things have been 
heprening and are current. I will be preoceupied on this for a while now. 

Many thanks. 

Sincerely, 

herold seiaberg 


